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1. Introduction

We are concerned with a planning problem consisting in
assigning resources to objects or tasks according to
constraints. We currently study the application to the
electronic domain (circuit layouts) ; other applications
such as architecture (dealing with premises arrangement)
or production domains (dealing with tasks scheduling)
may be considered.
We choose the constraint satisfaction problem
framework (CSP) to represent the problem, in terms 
variables, value domains and constraints. Nevertheless,
this model is not able to take into account preferences to
satisfy particular constraints (corresponding to advices),
imprecision about numerical values, hierarchical aspects
of problems (in design applications), knowledge revision
(in previsional scheduling). We expect the proposed
approach, based on using numerous heuristics and
knowledge acquisition by learning will provide
solutions. The objectives are to improve the resolution
process in terms of execution time, quality of the
solution and adaptability to new situations.

During resolution, failures are exploited in order to
improve the system’s performances. A failure occurs
when no assignment is available for a variable [3].
Learning is working towards two ends.

¯ The first one is a learning phase dealing with prior
knowledge. It consists in acting upon knowledge using
meta-knowledge (level 1) : during resolution knowledge
is evaluated ; this evaluation may entail knowledge
modification. Meta-knowledge may be assessed in turn,
and then modified by means of meta-meta-learning
heuristics (level 2). Level 2 learning allows a control 
knowledge evolution.

¯ Particular failure cases cannot be exploited like that.
So, a second learning phase invokes knowledge
extensions, to handle intricate failure cases or
conceptualization mistakes.

Failure causes are determined analysing the reasoning
process inducing the conflict. This analysis has to
provide explanations about the reasoning process. To
characterize the failure by erroneous or missing
knowledge, several failure cases are considered.
According to the cases, different learning strategies are
drawn, each one inducing knowledge emergence. A
choice among the strategies results in the generation of a

knowledge goal : concept acquisition, knowledge
splitting, knowledge reorganization or causal links
modification. The knowledge goal is activated to induce
knowledge evolution. So learning is used to improve
the planning system, but planification is necessary
among strategies.

The learning mechanisms currently implemented are
summarized below. They are aimed at being used by a
constraint satisfaction problem solver, developped within
a system able to observe and modify itself by use of
knowledge and meta-knowledge [4]. To illustrate our
study, the example of circuit placement is taken.

2. Low level learning

Available knowledge takes heuristic form. The
heuristics are grouped according to their competence.
Domain heuristics include :

-placement heuristics used to generate positionning
constraints or topological ones ("if the component is 
memory then place it in the central area of the chip"),
- actions heuristics to define subgoals : local problems
(according to circuit area, focus is on surface or timing
criteria) or operation to start (instanciation, constraints
propagation after instanciation),
- strategic heuristics to control the previous heuristics
(apply rules about input-output slots first),
- repairing heuristics allow constraint relaxation, when a
conflict occurs between objects.
To solve particular problems, the solver can execute
classical optimization tools [9]. Knowledge sources are
considered as independent agents contributing to problem
resolution into a distributed organization [7]. This
knowledge constitutes the prior knowledge about the
domain [8].

Production rules are used to represent domain knowledge.
The rule preconditions deal with geometrical or
functional conditions concerning the components. The
application of placement rules generates geometrical
constraints.
Each rule is complying with a particular framework,
according to the kind of data upon which it acts. Rules
are grouped according to their generic model.
Modifications are processed by rules (see figure 1) which
are meta-rules allowing rule modification. Knowledge
(that is to say domain knowledge) and meta-knowledge
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(concerning knowledge about the solving process) can 
considered in the same way [10].

I...---

2.2. Level 2 learning
A framework for modification rules is introduced, similar
to that of domain rules. So, the evaluation of
transformations may entail meta-modifications of the
modification rules.
An evaluation of parameters is processed, based on
characteristics such as new rule stability, required time
to produce stable rules, their efficiency in terms of
utility for the solving system. Learning is performed by
modifying or removing heuristics acting upon the
learning heuristics of level 1.

Example
Placement rule PRi :

if objl obj2 obj3 are connected and objl is large
compared with the others then place obj2 and obj3
on either side of obj I

This rule is of type TPj, whose form is :
acting on objects list, condition on connections,
condition on size, conclusion on distance

Transformation meta-rules PMRj :
if TPj and often leading to failure then increase
distance by %

This learning is called low level learning because it
allows knowledge manipulation in terms of structure,
not in terms of semantics [I0].

3. High level learning

The purpose of high level learning is introduced here
through a representative example. It is performed by
way of system introspection.

3.1. Example
Let us consider two placement rules :

- R1 : if block X presents I/O slots over two sides
then place it in a corner-position ;
- R2 : if block Y decodes the I/O signals of block X
then place Y on the left side of X ;

and the strategic rule :
SR1 : if rule Ri concerns I/O slots, then give high
priority to Ri .

Suppose block A presents I/O slots over two sides, and
block B decodes the I/O signals of block A; then,

IAs
A"[]

I

Figure 2

-R1 is applied before R2 because of SR1
- R1 applied to block A induces a
position as in figure 2;
- R2 applied to B and A leads to a
conflict (because B cannot be placed
on the left side of A).

In case of this failure, involving R1 R2 and SR1, the
learning process proposed in §2 will lead to :

- modify R1, using PMRj ; in the new rule R1’ the
distance between the block X and the circuit side is
increased ; then RI’ allows block B to be placed between
A and the circuit side ;
- modify SR 1, reducing priority in the conclusion part.
Then, similar pitfalls will be avoided in future
situations. However, much more information may be
infered, because of the domain complexity. This
phenomenon does not occur when the domain is weak.

3.2. Analysis
According to the analysis of the situation, different
explanations may be considered, emphasizing what the
reasoner needs to learn.
Suppose the concerned sequences are isolated, with their
justifications (here, the three rules R1 R2 and SR1).
Four explanations may be elaborated, each one leading to
activate a different knowledge acquisition process.

First view : geometrical space analysis. A geometrical
space analysis leads to consider not only a corner notion
but more precisely four corner positions. So, the
concepts of upper left corner, etc., must be introduced.
Knowledge is to be revised according to these new
concepts.
Second view : strategy analysis. The order over the
rules is considered. If rule R2 is applied before R1, a
relative placement for A and B is investigated. First, a
propagation action is activated for the constraint
generated by R2, resulting in a restriction over the
domain values for A. So, SRI is concerned with the
failure : it must be specialized. A knowledge splitting
is necessary.
Third view : functional analysis. A functional analysis
leads to consider the two blocks A and B as an abstract
functional group. In our example, the nets connecting
A to the I/O pins of the chip need a special treatment,
and B becomes necessary. The group (A,B) was not
present at the beginning of the placement process. It
emerges during the design. The new group will be
introduced into the data structure recording the block
dependencies : the objects hierarchy is to be dynamically
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handled during problem solving. Modifications into this
hierarchy entail a restructuring of the rules.
Fourth view : conceptual analysis. Conceptual analysis
may involve erroneous conceptualization, when the
intrinsic properties of the underlying concept are
inconsistent with their usage. The placement of A in
the positions A’ or A" respects the constraint generated
through the application of R1, and respects the
constraint generated through the application of R2.
However, these positions are erroneous because the
underlying purpose of R1 was to minimize the length of
nets (making the output nets as short as possible). The
relevance of rules to concepts must be adjusted, and to
do so, rules must be reformulated.

This example illustrates the necessary explanation for
failures, during repairing, by means of introspection.
Automatic and syntactic rule transformations proposed in
§2 are not sufficient to improve knowledge. Because the
statistical parameters about knowledge use proposed in
§2 do not fully explain the reasoning process.
Explanations lead to follow multiple learning goals :
concept acquisition, knowledge splitting, knowledge
organization or causal links modification.

4. Knowledge goals and learning strategies

The above example is intended to explain the need for
knowledge extensions, to handle intricate failure cases or
conceptualization mistakes.
Different learning strategies are applicable according to
"failure cases". Concerning placement failure cases,
typical cases have been experimentally stated, through
intensive tests.
The suggested process consists in two steps.
¯ First, the current conflict is compared with the failure
patterns.
Prior failure cases are identified. The identification of
the failure cases is stated by the low level learning :
failure patterns are induced through instances of failed
problem executions. Sufficient conditions are associated
for identification : they constitute indicators for failure
indexing. A lot of examples will be necessary in order
to draw out significant cases.
When the analysis involves a particular failure case, the
case frequency is modifed to increase its confidence. So,
many instances of a failure may be requested before
confirming it as a representative chronic case.
If, for a particular failure case, the low level learning can
modify the concerned rule, producing a new rule
according to the pitfall (as RI’ again R1 in 3.1), then the
new rule is part of the repair process of the failure.
¯ In the event of an unexplainable error, the meta-
analysis about the solving trace has to induce a need for
knowledge. The system currently developped uses an
actor-oriented language [4] : the solving trace is
organized as a hierarchical set of exchanged messages.
Analogies are drawn in order to produce explanations [1]
: explanations provide abstract views of execution to
give high level points of view about the execution.
They capture the context : to each explanation are

associated the analysis context (geometrical, functional,
conceptual), and the conditions of its application (block
type, number of blocks, interaction with nets). It is
used to index the explanations. The self-generated
explanations can convey the beginning of typical
placement configurations (circular or linear grouping), 
typical placement bottlenecks, or functional groups not
yet identified.
The explanations provide informations to formulate
learning goals. All available goals are recorded into an
agenda. An appropriate learning algorithm is selected to
satisfy the chosen knowledge goal, using prior
knowledge. At present, in case of failure to satisfy a
goal, user intervention is needed. More research is
required to develop a theory able to make automatic
informed choices [11]. In our context, we think that
failure in satisfying a knowledge goal may be considered
in the same way as failure at the resolution level.
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